PVC & Pipe Weekly

Gain cost-effective access to timely information on pricing and supply/demand in the PVC pipe market.

PVC & Pipe Weekly provides an independent view of the PVC market and is the only pricing source for finished PVC pipe — municipal, plumbing and conduit.

Market Challenge

Pipe is the largest downstream market segment for PVC, and so exerts the biggest influence on PVC resin pricing. Tracking the movement of pipe prices is vital to understanding the PVC resin market. While there are numerous reports available, the challenge for industry participants is to have access to pricing backed by a methodology that reflects today’s market conditions.

How We Help

At less than half the cost of competitors, PVC & Pipe Weekly gives readers a thorough brief on the PVC market every Friday. By applying a methodology developed with the industry’s market-makers on both the buy and sell side, the valuations published in this report reflect the realities of the current markets each week.

Features

— Weekly export pricing
— Weekly chart of the downstream housing market driving PVC pipe and siding demand
— Monthly contract PVC pricing on pipe and general purpose grades
— Trend analysis of PVC pricing, including ethylene contract and spot pricing, cracker downtime and new capacity additions, export opportunities and the effect of new tariffs
— Maps showing PVC and pipe plants in the path of hurricanes with identification of storm shutdowns

For a FREE trial, call 1 281 893 3433
Email info@petrochemwire.com